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Historians tell us the '60s 
were a time of great social 
interaction. Communities 
such as Goose Hollow held 
street dances and 
neighborhood protests 
against urbanization. 
Almost all aspects of the 
students life seemed to be 
carried on en masse ... 
\ 
4 
Be it wrestling, football, 
track, etc., the sporting 
event was a social event. 
PSU vs. Fresno State, Winter '78. 
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Throughout the '60s and 
on into the early '70s, 
politics were as much a 
part of everyday life as 
academics. 
Iranian students protest the Shah of 
lran·s visit. Winter '78. 
7 
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Though the crowds are 
gone, the students of today 
are far from disengaged. 
They appear to be busy 
establishing their own 
destinies. The new 






PSU's Mid-East Potxilation 
A highly visible population of 273 Mid-East students 
attend Portland State and-contrary to popular misconcep-
tion by many American studenLS who see and say "Arab" 
and "oil rich"-these students come from widely varying 
backgrounds, representing 15 different countries. 
These countries have disparate political systems, ranging 
from kingdoms and republics to democracies, tribal 
societies, and dictatorships. And while one country is 
unable to feed its population without assistance, another is 
capable of affecting 1he flow In American gas pumps. 
Twelve of the repr.,scnted countries have attempted a 
semblance of cohesiveness by forming the Arab League-
Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Oman, Qatar, 
Saudi Arabia, Somalia, United Arab Emirates, and Yemen. 
But the various leaderships are unable to agree upon basic 
political and economic tenets, illustrated by the failure 10 
even form a unified trading block. 
The other three Mid-East countries are Iran, Israel, and 
Pakistan. While thev have shared the same historical tab-
loid with the Arab League of Nations- domination in turn 
by Greeks, Romans, Mongols, Turks-and have been under 
Islamic (Arab religion and culture) rule for a period of time, 
these countries are distinctive and weave even more diver 
sity into the Mid-East pattern. 
And influences of modernization and materialism, 
resulting from capitalism and Communism, have divided 
the people Into ideological factions-those who want 
revolutionary political change and metamorphoses of the 
most deep-rooted traditions of daily life, and those who 
insist on a return to the most stringest application of ancient 
Islamic law. 
Out 01 this Middle East smorgasborg of human society 
come the 273. And to the eye of the average American 
student, " they're all alike. " " They all sit together in 
c:liques." "They always speak in Arabic and you can't 
unde~tand a thing they' re saying." 
Saudi Arabian reply: " So what I The Japanese stud ents all sit 
together. Why shouldn't Arab students?" 
Iranian reply: " It's only natural to sit with people you have 
the most in common with ... cultural shock, adjust-
ment to a foreign country is hard ... it is natural to 
seek the comfort of the familiar person who comes 
from a cultu re or country like you r own." 
Libyan reply: " If you were a student in a foreign university, 
wouldn' t your main group of friends be fellow 
American students, and wouldn't you usually sit 
together in the cafeteria, speaking English?" 
Jordanian reply: "Some American students are very nice, 
friendly. Othe~ are too busy to make friends. The 
same with Arabs. Some are more interested in cultural 
exchange. It depends on the individual." 
American students are not alone in being guilty of 
stereotyping. The diversity of cultural imprinting and 
thought among the Mid-East students is clearly com· 
municated: 
Non-Saudi-Arabian Arab: " I don't sit with Saudi Arabians. 
They are immature, and rowdy in taverns." 
Non-Lebanese Arab: "The Lebanese Arabs are stupid for 
what they are letting happen in their country." 
Non-Palestinian Arab: "The Palestinians are stupid." 
Non-Arab Persian: " I am not an Arabi" 
Non-Persian Arab: "Pakistanis are not Arabs." 
An Arab: " Pakistanis can be considered Arab, at least some-
what, culturally." 
WASP: "That Pakistani looks like an Arab to me ... " 
While the main reason students come to the university is 
to gain educational experiences-91 of the Mid·East 
students are graduate students, indicating a high level of 
competence and serious intent- social experiences are 
automatically part of the package. Occasionally the rumor, 
true or not, floats around to ''beware of the Arabs, they 
treat American women like sex objects." The "Arabs" 
reply: 
Arab Male No. 1: " It's complimentary to have American 
men concerned about the prowess of Arab men." 
Arab Male No. 2: " Don't American students in foreign 
countries try to have a good time/" 
Arab Male No. 3: " In our culture (Saudi Arabian] there is no 
dating. It is very strict. The girls go to girls' schools, 
veiled all the way to school on their own bus. So when 
Arab boys come lo the university he re, it is like 
Disneyland to them. After a while, they begin to 
understand American ways." 
And from a true minority faction, the Mid-East female 
student (of the 273, on ly 57 are female): 
Arab Female No. 1 : " I do not date American men because 
what if he were to take me to dinner and then he 
might want me to pay him back in ways which i will not 
do." 
Because the term "Middle East" often stimulates In the 
American mind the associated word "oil" and consequent· 
ly "rich," one might assume that all the students are wealthy 
and on "Easy Street.'' While some do come from wealthy 
families, the majority do not. Eighty percent o f the students 
are from oil-producing countries, and 90 percent of those 
depend on government scholarships. The scholarship 
amounts are generous-$750 per month- allowing for very 
comfortable living. Such students consider their scholar-
ships a hard-earned honor, for they underwent strict 
academic competition to win them. Far rrom a "free ride" 
through college, the students from Saudi Arabia, for 
example, are obligated after graduation to serve their 
government for two years. 
As in most societies, some Mid-East students are content 
with their respective governments while many others are 
Infuriated to the point of becoming revolutionaries. They 
are not free to express dissatisfaction within their 
homelands, but are abl e to do so in America . They form 
organizations, pass literature, and hold demonstrations. 
They fear reprisals upo n returning to their countries, 
claiming that some of their fellows-in-thought have been 
swooped right off the plane upon arrival in home territory. 
Secret agents, jail, torture and death haunt their minds. 
Their paranoia makes them unwilling photographic sub-
jects. To be identified in the proo f of a picture connecting 
them to a subversive organization could, they claim, be 
fatal. 
Some American students are Indignant when they hear 
anti -American chants Including the stinger, "U.S. Imper-
ialists, Get Out." The feeling is that " if you don't like the 
U.S., then why don't you go back where you came from?" 
Heated political arguments often ensue. American students 
might be surp rised to know that, regardless o f the negative 
bantering, most stud ents from the Mid-East support 
derl\ocracy. They come to America, they see, they exercise 
themselves within the system. It will be interesti ng to 
observe what effect the thought patterns oft hese stude nts 
have on the future of their countries. 
The following six pages focus on th ree Mid-East students 
of varying backgrounds whose comments reflect their 
individuality, their goals, their values, and their beliefs. 
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SONNY 
He chose to adopt the American way. 
When he arrived in the United States in 1971asa19-year· 
old Pakistani student, TassawurNaimat was confronted with 
aspects of life different from what he had experienced at 
home. One reflection of his adjustment to American 
culture was changing his name to Sonny. 
Other changes emerged. In traditional Muslim Pakistan, 
for example, there is no dating. But by the age of 22, Sonny 
was married to an American woman and they had a 
daughter. The marriage failed, but Sonny became an 
American citizen and proceeded to formulate his beliefs 
and create his future. 
A change in his religious attitude also occurred. 
" Muslims do not accept the validity of other religions. I 
realized this when I got exposed to other religions here in 
America. I decided to think about religion logically, rather 
than follow something blindly," he said. 
" What I like about America is that you can have anything 
you want. But you have to work." 
As a business major at Portland State, Sonny says. " I hav~ 
goals. Like steps, I take one at a time. Business now, so I can 
get a good job, build a house, and take care of my kid." 
But Sonny also is involved with more artistic activities. 
He's taking dance instruction and earns a respectable 
income as a part-time model, with emphasis on fashion-
show modeling. 
" Later, I want to get into tv acting. I want to help 
mankind. I can do this by being an actor. My Intention of 
life is to become very famous. I am very good looking. 




Fatma is a mystical mix. She is tradition and 
trendsetter. 
Fatma is a devout Muslim taking time out three times a 
day to praise Allah. 
Arabian girls traditionally marry by the age of 23 and as 
early as 14 in the provincial areas. But the independent 
Fatma has other goals in mind . She received her B.A. in 
History from the University of Riyad in Saudi Arabia at the 
age of 20. She then worked for two years as director of a 
school for the blind and, working within the system, saw 
need for change. 
" I want to make changes In my country. In the area o l the 
treatment of handicapped children, there is a long way to 
go,H 
She applied 10 her government for a scholarship to come 
to Portland State and arrived in 1976, prepared to under· 
take the difficult task of learning English before she could 
begin her Master's program in Special Education for the 
Handicapped. 
Now halfway to her goal, Fatma is taking grad uate 
courses. practicing field·work and learning special skills 
such as sign language. 
"I want to help the individual childre n according to their 
level of ability. Right now, they are just all put together in 
one gro up. We must nol treat the handicapped as animals." 
Fatma will return in the near future 10 her sand-
sculptured city in Saudi Arabia. She will take with he r not 
only new knowledge and goals but impressions of her 
sojourn in America. 
"Herc I like the outdoors. The mountains, the sea , the 
snow, the rivers. American students are very friendly, very 
helpful." 
lndependcni and curious, Fatma has traveled-often 
alone-from Egypt 10 Greece to Spain. 
"In America ii is not good, the availability of drugs and 
alcohol. And the crime, like stealing and kidnapping. It is 
not like this in Saudi Arabia. There, cops give traffic tickets, 
clean up accidents and help old people . There is no1 crime 
like t.here Is here." 
In her immaculate, well-ordered apartment, she refleru 
over her favorite cup of tea and says, " I see myself someday 
in my own little house with my books and my parents. I plan 
to go back to Saudi Arabia and work and"-in the ancient 
Middle Eastern tradition-"1ake care of my parents when 
they are old." 
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CLAUDE 
"I am Lebanese first, Arab second." 
"The town in Lebanon where I live, Douwar, has 1300 
people. We are all related . We all, all 1300, have the last 
name of Sakr." 
From this environment of close et hnic ties comes Claude 
Sakr, a 21 year-old student of mue1ural civil engineering. 
He must earn his master's degree In order to meet the 
country's license requirements, aher which he hopes to 
gain experience as a company employee for a few years. 
Uhimately. Claude's goal is to form his own business. 
" However small, I want my own company. I don't like to 
get orders." 
Ad1ustment to American cuhure has not been difficuh for 
Claude. "Education is much more difficuh In Lebanon. We 
have our native Arabic language, but we must learn either 
French or English in school from aice three on." 
Male-temale retallonships are much tesss1rte1 In Lebanon 
chon in ocher Middle E3stcrn soc·icties. "I h:avc a girlfriend 
here. In Lebanon we date, just like here. We have lots or 
panics. And American women and Lebanese women are 
very much alike. Lebanese women work Just like American 
women do. 
"But there Is a difference. American women remain more 
active when they are old. like my landlady here. She is 70 
and plays spoml You don't see that in my country." 
Claude is not alone In a strange land among mangers. A 
Christian, he Is a member or the Maronlte Catholic Rite. A 
devout follower of his faith, he attends services every Sun-
day at the local Ponland parish, SI. Sharbel. Most of the 
parishioners are of Lebanese or Syrian descent, and pans of 
the service are spoken in Arabic, as well as Aramaic, the 
language of Jesus. 
" I believe in Jesus. I believe about Mohammad. What is 
important for me Is lo believe in God." 
In renee1ing over the civil strife of his country, Claude's 
opinions transcend religious and cuhural differences. " The 
young people in Lebanon, they tolerate differences In 
religion. I respect the Muslim religion. The older people, 
for now~ they \Vnufd nnr ar:r:ept inter·marriage." 
Although Claude is Christian, he holds hope that his 
fellow countrymen, Christian or Muslim, might feel as he 
does: 
"I am Lebanese first, Arab second." 
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NCAA scoring champion for":~ 
consecutiv Ylf i::r::"dJP'•&! 
holder for tota m NCAA 
history, and 
Of all 1he personalities tha1 have spent 1ime at PSU, the 
most talked abou t has to be Freeman Williams. 
His accomplishments while playing basketball for PSU 
include: 
- 1he NCAA scoring championship for 1wo consecutive 
years. In 1977 his average score per game was 38.8while the 
'78 season produced an average of 35.9 poin1s; 
-earning second place in 1he NCAA's his1ory for 101a~ 
poin1s scored. Wi1h a total of 3.249 freeman placed second 
to 1he awesome Pete Maravich and his all-time high of 
3,667. This total also places Free among only four players in 
the history of NCAA to 1op the 3,000 poinl mark ; 
- holding 1he second highest all-time single game score. 
With his incredible performance agains1 Rocky Moun1ain 
College, in which he scored 81 points, f reeman acquired 
1he distinction of being only 19 points short of 1he record 
holder Frank Selving; 
-consecutively holding 1he second, fourth, and seventh 
single game high in NCAA his1ory; 
-selec1ion to 1he 12-man Uniled States team forcompe· 
1ition in 1he World University Games; 
-selec1ion by the United States Basketball Writers Asso-
cia1ion to l1s 10-man All-American Team; and 
-selection as Sports /l/usrrated magazine's"Player of 1he 
Week." 
Top photo: A packed house says its 
farewells to Freeman during PSU's 
last home game. Right: Freeman is 
congratulated by PS U President 




On 1he loal level Freeman set many team records. He led 
the team chis season in minutes played (996), field goals 
(410), attempts (872), free throws (149), free throw attempts 
(191), free throw percentages (.780), total points (969), and 
average (35.9). 
He was also second on the team in lleld goal shooting 
(.470) and Sleals (41). He was third on 1he team in assists (58) 
and lounh in rebounds (132). 
Despite 1hese incredible statis1ics, Freeman found one of 
his hardes1 banles was on 1he home court. Though 1he 
1eams changed, his opponen1 remained 1he same. 
Jim Payne, Vanguard spor1s edhor. once wrote , " His 
legend was one 1hat was far from unnoticed in the 
baske tball world bu1 ohen neglected by his own PSU fans. 
He played before as lcw as 1,000 I ans while assauhing 1he 
recordbooks on 1he way to two consecutive national 
scoring titles." 
When Freeman played all eyes were 
on him. Although good for the ego it 
had its drawbacks. Bottom photo: 
No violation went unnoticed. as 
demonstrated by this shot of the 
Idaho coach. He continued to call 
atten'tion to Freeman on ell viola· 
tions# such as this one where the 
" Free'' stepped out of bounds. 
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Upper photo: Freeman received 
praise from Roy Love as '"best 
athlete ever at PSU' ' while crowds 
gave standing ovation. Left: Being a 
superstar has its drawbacks as even 
the dressing room offers no sanc-
tuary from the ever-present press. 
Far right: Freeman ends his season 
at PSU and heads out to .. make me 
some money." 
Freeman's reaction was simply, " I would have enjoyed 
playing in front of a larger home crowd, but I guess that's 
the way it goes." 
Apparently so. for only after exceptional performances, 
such as his hilling a high of 81 points in a game, did the 
crowds increase. Even then they appeared rest.less if he only 
averaged 31 points. It is 10 Freeman's credit, however, that 
the size of the crowds increased considerably since his start 
at PSU. 
This apparent apathy to basketball in general and, 
Freeman in particular did not stop at the gates but e.iended 
on into popularity polls. Pizza Hut sponsored a Basketball 
Classic in which eight men were nomi nated strictly by 
ballots available to any and all taking time during a game to 
fill them out. 
It is unfortunate that up until the deadline , freeman-the 
nation's leading scorer and multi -record holder-was 
running twelfth in an eight-man race. II was only after 
Innumerable pleas through the physical education depart· 
ment and the Vanguard spons section that Freeman 
received enough votes 10 make the team. 
This phenomenon is due in part to the ever present 
apathy and Freeman himself. The "Free" has not been an 
easy hero 10 follow.From his onset at PSU. his skills have set 
him apart from the others on the team and the coverage he 
has received helped to keep him there. 
When the local press talked about PSU basketball they 
were inevltablytalking
0
abou1 Freeman. This type of blitz put 
a main on other players on the team who were trying just as 
hard, if not harder. 
The unforenable coaching technique of Ken Edwa.rdsdid 
little 10 smooth this situation. It was his practice to have the 
others constantly feed the ball to Freeman and Edwards 
occasionally pulled a player for not passing the ball when he 
felt the player should have. 
The fans were quick to notice and aftcrtwo years of this-
coupled with the performance of some good players who 
were overshadowed by Freeman's own performances-
they became sensitive to the apparent loss of team play 
thinking. 
During an awards ceremony for f reeman, City Auditor 
George Yerkovich, who carried a congratulatory lenerfrom 
the mayor, blundered, "Portland has the world champion 
Trailblazers who won It with 12 team players, and now they 
have Freeman Williams who did on his own." 
The reaction was inscantaneous: boos arose from the 
crowd, making its leelings on this particular issue clear. 
Still others felt Freeman was little more than a "gunner" 
constantly shooting while displaying a real weakness In the 
area of defense. 
Much of these feelings were put to rest when Denny 
Drum, coach of the Summer University Games, said, " He 
may be the best all-around player we have here. He's not 
just a scorer. He Is a fine passer and he can play learn 
delense." 
Regardless of anyone's personal feelings of Freeman, he 
will be sorely missed during next year's basketball season. 
His skills not only won PSU games but nationwide atten-
tion as well. 
Now that Freeman has graduated, his goal is to obviously 
go into the pros. "Going In the first round (of the 
professional draft) would be a big honor lor me and my 
family. It' s something I've always wanted." 
Freeman sums it all up by saying, " I just want 10 play bas-
ketball; make me some money." 
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In today's fencing world there is a young man known to 
all who raise a sword in competition. This man is Mike Marx. 
Mike Is the current national champion in foll fencing and 
a top contender for the 1980 O lympic Carnes. Presently 
seated in the top 15 In world competition, he is continually 
gaining points that will put him higher on the world compe-
titive charts. 
Mike started fencing at the age of 12. His original inspira-
tion came from his mother, who has won 10 consecutive 
state champion titles in fencing. Another a.spect of family 
li fe that keeps his family inspiration at a peak is Mike's o lder 
brother Bob. 
Although the two brothers fence each other, their styles 
are quite different. Mike is a foil fencer, which means he 
worh with a limited scoring area, while Bob fences epee, 
which means he can score on almost any area. 
At the beginning of M ike's 1977 scholastic year he was 
rated No. 1 in the nation for foil. As it stands now he is sti ll in 
the lead with a total of 122.5 points and is virtually 
guaranteed a spot on the 1980 team. 
Mike is a 19-year-old in a sport dominated by 26-year-
-
• 
Upper photo: Mike prepares for class. lower photo: M ike shows form that has won him national standing. 
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Training is very important to fencing. These photos show 
Mike teaching his class on fencing. 
olds, which gives him an edge over all the other competi-
tors for 1980. " I' ll hit my prime," he said. " I'll be faster, 
stronger, and keener than I am now." 
Mike freely attributes his success to his coach and 
personal friend Yves Auriol, PSU fencing instructor. Yves 
graduated with top honors from the French National Insti-
tute of Spons and is one of the two fencing masters residing 
in Oregon. Although Mike was offered scholarships from 
schools all around the nation, he chose Portland because 
"Yves is here-and to find a better coach is a million to one 
shot. Without him I would have never realized my poten· 
ti al." 
Mike's biggest ambition-other tha.n participating in the 
1980, 1984, and 1988 Olympics and then" retiring at the ripe 
o ld age of 33"-is to move to France and attend the French 
National Institute of Sports. " With a little luck I can become 
a fencing master. It is one of the most prestigious titles one 
can hold, except for winning the Olympic championship." 
Lack of funding is proving to be a foe far more elusive to 
M ike than his competitors. In order for him to maintain his 
national rating he must ~eep to-and finance-a schedule 
of tournaments that take him from California to New York 
and from France to Germany to Russia. Dropping this 
schedule could cost him valuable points that might ul-
timately exclude him from the U.S. fencing squad. 
He has received partial support from subsidies courtesy 
of the National Olympic Committee and from private 
organizations such as parents and friends. 
Though PSU recognizes Mike's oumanding talent, 
sources of funding are, limited. He is currently a member of 
the varsity fencing team and the fencing dub, but still does 
not receive enough funding to enable him to compete as he 
should to become a world competitor for national cham-
pion. 
But money has never been a prime concern to Mike. " I 
once thought if I put this same amount of time into tennis I 
could have been rich," he said. " But being rich isn't the 
only pleasure in life, so I can' t say I regret it." 
"The coach provides 
your movement and 
style. A good 
instructor drills you 
in timing and 
awareness. Without 
a proper coach you 
will never realize 
your full potential." 
28 
Fencing enters M ike's life even while reining at home. 
Pictured above, Mike takes times to polish hit foll. 
''I'll probably be attending PSU 
for the next 10 years. I'm 
traveling so much I don't have 
time for school. The teachers are 
really good about my absence 
... I don't get special 
consideration and I don't ask for 
•t,, I • 
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Kristi Lewis is the Greek ideal of 
youth, beauty and 
accomplishment. 
Kristi Lewis is one of those naturally coordinated, 
uninhibited, beautiful athletes. 
" I've never worried about what people think of me o r if 
they label me a 'jock.' Some people are into music, some 
are into art. I'm into athletics. It's natural and easy and I 
don't have to work at it." 
Kristi is attending PSU on a volleyball athletic scholar· 
ship. " I came here because PSU has the best coach and team 
in the Northwest. I didn' t want to waste my talents some-
where else." 
She spends three hours a day, five days a week, practicing 
with the volleyball team. " I feel myself progressing all the 
time. I haven'! any limhs on how much I can improve my 
game, especially with a great coach like Marlene Pi per. · 
"She's the first coach I've ever respected. She's an ea.sy 
Kristi Lewis has been involved in 
athletics most of her life and 
she's convinced there's no better 
volleyball team and coach than 




Krisli builds up her arm and leg 
muscles to inc:re.ase her endurance 
for volleyball games. When Kristi 
slams a spike over the net, there'sno 
queslion aboul her slrengths and 
abililies. " I'd pick volleyball over the 
other sports because lhal is whal I' m 
besl al. It's very recreational. I always 




person 10 talk wilh. Marlene knows a lot and is always 
willing 10 help." 
Kris1I believes women's athletics aren't up to the standard 
of men's a1hletics. "We need more recognition and spec· 
mors 10 anend our games. When people realize we're as 
good and as exciling to watch as men. anhudes will 
change." 
The PSU Women's Volleyball team has earned a reputa· 
tlon for being touch com pet hors. The players are five-time 
regional champions. 
" We use game type situations and drills to improve our 
teamwork. I feel it is doing something for the game. The 
drills have helped to improve my spiking, seuing and 
bumping techniques." 
When Kris1i is ou1 in a game, she doesn't no1ice the pain 
from diving across the floor or when her arms turn red. 
"I've learned how to avoid pain and besides, my adrenalin is 
going so strong, I usually don't nolice it." 
Kristi feels the toughest team PSU has every played is 
USC. " If we could play against teams from California more 
often, our team would be up there in the top live in the 
nation. We're not used to playing such tough and grue-
some volleyball ; we can't handle it." 
Kristi Is confident PSU will have a chance 10 gel Into the 
top 10 in the national 1ournamen1 in December, held in 
Alabama this year. 
"When we play against bener 1eams, we're bound to get 
better. I think that's holding PSU back from becoming 
national champs. It' s hard to become mo1ivated or exci1ed 
about a 1eam you know you can bea1." 
Kristi comes from an a1hle1lc family. Kris1i's parents 
bumped and spiked in 1he United States Volleyball Asso· 
elation for a long lime and naturally encouraged their 
children into the sporl. 
The Volleyball Associa1ion served as a mee1ing place for 
Kristi and Vik coach Marlene Piper. who needed no "scout" 
to tell her of the super freshman's abilities. 
" I could have gone lo University of Oregon but I wan1ed 
a change from Eugene and besides I was Impressed with 
Coach Piper nnd 1he PSU program." 
Kristi's super athletic sta1us has never been more ap-
paren11han when she was in high school at North Eugene. 
She made the Junior Regional all-star 1eam in volleyball and 
won the Most Valuable Player award in softball, 100. 
In her senior year, she took 1he MVP awards for volleyball 
and baske1ball and made 1he Northwest League all-star 
sohball 1eam as an outfielder-a fea1 she achieved a record 
three times playing with 1he John Deere softball squad. 
Being on 1he road for away-games can be hard on Kristi's 
s1udying. " Mos1 of my profs are preuyunderstanding when 
1he team !ravels a 101 and I miss mid1erms and finals. I 
usually take my books along on a trip oul of state, bu1 when 
1he tournamen1s begin, I start wa1ching 1he games and 
forget the books." 
When not playing PSU volleyball, sohball or lilting 
weights, Kris1i takes time out on Sunday with several other 
women and plays volleyball agains1 1he Clair Argow 
De1ention Center team. 
" We beat 1hem al firs1, bu1 now they are becoming a 
strong and aggressive 1eam. They need to learn some of 1he 
fine poin1s and technical skills of 1he game and then-look 
out! 
" Thee Sunday ma1ches have led to our team playing the 
men al Multnomah County Correctional lnstitu1e. We will 
be playing on asphalt so I won't be doing any diving across 
1he ground." 




Being a graduate student, Jeffs 
time is divided between his art, 
teaching, and writing his thesis. 
Jeff Johnson, a graduate student in the Master 
of Flnt- Aru program at PSU, finds his time 
divided into three major areas: his work, hi! 
reaching, and his thesis. 
Jeff came 10 PSU three years ago, after 
graduating lrom the University of Cincinnati, 10 
receive his masters in the field of ceramics. He 
has formulated definite ideas on the three facets 
of his life. 
His work: 
" I was trained lrom the beginning au potter. I 
had thought of be<oming a functional poller but 
iomewhere along the line I began to get really 
bored with just watching pots go round and 
round. 
" I took a lot of abstract design courses at the 
University of Cincinnati in the architecture pro· 
1ram and a lot of that influence kept c:reepln~ 
Jack into my work. 
"Most of my work now really deals with the 
environment and man's intrusion into It. I get 
really Involved with the Ideal relationship 
between man and nature. h's a theme 1ha1 has 
been uound for thousands of years. But taking 
an old theme and doing it my way doesn' t bother 
me at all. 
" I have a lot of very organic, hand construct-
ed forms opposed in the same sculpture 10 parts 
1ha1 look man-made. At the same time the man-
made objects have an organiclook 101hem. lt'sa 
play back and forth. They need each 01her-1hey 
are In a harmonious relationship In terms of 
~lanre 
"Cby ls a very sexual thing; it moves when you 
,,..sh it. It gets slimy smooth or rough. It has a 
•'t.ry physical, sensual feeling 10 It just by 
touching it. There is something about the im· 
mediacy of clay. It responds 10 your actions so 
fast and that, combined with how it feels, can be 
very sensual. 
"A 101 of people gel into sexual imagery with 
their clay and I 1hink there is something about 
the day that just leads to that. People say there Is 
a sexualness to my work. I'm aware of the people 
making these observations. h's not my original 
Intent-but I won't deny it either. I think there is 
1lot of sexualfrustrations going on in all of us." 
left: One o f the thre e major fa cets of hit life: J eff works on his 
sculptures In preparation for an upcom ing show . Above: Jeff 
teaches two night classes et PSU. Below: " One more hurdle. " He 
works on hit thes is. 
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For over a year and a half Jeff 
has busied himself with 
teaching while in the process 
of learning more about his 
craft. The pictures on these 
two pages show Jeff in the 
process of teaching one of his 
beginning ceramics classes. 
He feels teaching is chelleng· 
ing because, " It's very difficult 
trying to communicate to 
some 20 different per-
sonalltles." 
"I don't see 
teaching as merely 
a means of making 
a living but vital to 
the arts." 
His teaching: 
(Jeff teaches two classes in beginning ceramics 
at PSU) 
"I enjoy teaching. I find it to be one of the 
hardest jobs I've ever had. It's very frustrating 
trying to communicate to some 20 different per· 
sonalities, especially in a class where I'm irying to 
get them to express ideas-it's not like I'm giving 
them information and saying 'learn this and I'm 
going to test you on it.' I'm trying to teach them 
how to be creative thinkers. 
"Teaching also helps to reinforce my know· 
ledge or the subject. I don't see teaching as 
merely a means of making a living but vital to the 
arts. It is my contribution to keeping the arts-
going. It also serves 10 help people understand 
why I do abstract ceramic sculpture.'' 
His thesis: 
11 1 chose to be a visual artist. I'm not a poet. I'm 
not a \vriter. But \ve live in a society where the 
written word is one or the primary means or 
communication. A lot or people are not good 
abstract thinkers and they need you to clarify. 
" So at times you need to document your work 
and tha1Js \vhere a thesis comes in. I'm not 
opposed to the written thesis but I think too 
much emphasis is put on it. It becomes one more 
hurdle-an endurance test. 
" At times it seems they are asking you to make 
some profound verbal statement about what 
your work is and how it differs from anything 
anyone else has done. At times I say that's bull· 
shit-why don't you look at my work and judge ii 
for yoursetrl" 
Jeff' s studio goes through a 
metamorphosis. duri ng the 
many stages of development 
of a finished piece of sculp· 
lure. At first everything Is 
spread out and cluttered but as 
his work progresses the pieces 
come together into an 




An advocate for change, Howard 
Ben T re has developed an 
entirely new process for glass. 
During his s1ay al PSU. Howard Ben Tre has learned 1he 
vilal an of adapling your surroundings 10 Iii your needs. 
An anis1 In 1he medium of glass, Howard has been 
lnmumcn1al in 1he success of 1he glass program curren1ly 
offered 1hrough lhe An Depat1men1. 
When Howard became interes1ed in glass, he found the 
depanmen1 had minimal equipmenl. lns1ead of working 
wilh 1he limiled faclli1ies available he and fellow s1udent Jim 
Hurge1 1ook ii upon 1hemselves 10 build 1he shop up. 
Be1ween the two of them they built 1wo large furnaces 
wilh brick dona1ed by Owens Illinois. a local firm dealing 
whh glass. In order toacquirethe brick, Howard sought ou1 
a represenmive of Owens and gave him a lesson in glass 
blowing. The representative was pleased and gave Howard 
1he brick. 
"Glass is ultra sensual. You have 
to be very subtle with it, you 
can't just push it around. When 
you are blowing you have to 
caress the glass. Glass people talk 
about glass as if it's an animate 
object." 
The pictures on these two pages show 
Howard in the process of glass blowing. The 
furnace he is using is one oftwo he, along with 
Jim Hurget. built for the department. 
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Howard 's incli.na1ion 10 go beyond 1he prescribed 
doesn'1 stop a, ;he shop but con1inues on inio his work. 
His ln1erest in glass was sparked alter he saw a demonstra-
1ion in glass blowing at Cannon Beach in 1976. Al 1he time 
he was doing illuslrations but found "I had a real proficien-
cy in glass and my ideas could be expressed better with 1ha1 
medium." 
Howard first approached glass "from a more craft 
approach bul found 1ha1 was ra1her limiting. I wanied 10 
make glass a more contemporary art medium, like painl-
:ng." 
So once again Howard 1ook himself beyond the establish· 
ed and came up with a nP· ,· process lor dealing with glass. 
Shortly alter his visit 10 1 ~uck Glass Cen1er in Stan1on, 
Washington, the idea of hh .ew process began to form. " I 
felt glass blowing was limite I In tha1 it revolved around a 
point of center. I wanted to get involved in a more 
sculptural element so I gol interested in casting, which 
allowed me to use 1he glass In another way." 
Essenrially his process is an adap1ation of 1he casting 
process used in metal. Howard will spend from six to eight 
hours prepara1ion 1ime making a mold out of sand. Once 
the mold is complete, he pours molten glass in; out comes 
nis glass in a more structural look than that arrived •t by 
blowing. 
" My approach is to 1ake the properties of glass-
transparencies, tension, opaqueness, the sleek cold effect, 
etc.-to present my ideas. I use the glass in more than jus1 a 
blowing form. The glass is molten. It' s a medium." 
The progress Howard has made on his art has been on a 
purely Individual level. " I've gotten a 101 ou1 of working 
here bul It is a state universily, which crea1es a certain 
amount of problems. I feel glass continuesa1 PSU due to the 
students. There is little support from 1he Art Depar1men1. 
" I brought in two speakers lasl year with money dona1ed 
by s1udents . .. I feel !his is the responsibility of the faculty 
and not 1he students. 
"Another problem is that people in America don'1 have 
much culture and the glass culture is very industrialized. 
They don' t see glass as an art form ." 
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"I don't let people 
bother me. I just 
move. I let them stay 
where they are and I 
get out of the way. 
You can't move 
people. You may as 
well let them alone." 
Katie still l ives in the home she 
bought in 1969. Her major source 
of transportation is Tri·M et and-
occasionally- her .. dilly of a 1966 
Pontiac.•• 
More than just years separate Katie Hampton from her 
fellow classmates. 
Ahhough Katie is perhaps the o ldest student at PSU-
when asked her age she said, " Well, I'm not over 100,"-she 
radiates more energy toward her work than the average. 
Every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday Katie gets up at 8 
a.m., allowing herself just enough time to " th row on a pair 
or pants and a shirt" and get to the bus stop. Her first class, 
ceramics, starts at 9:30 and she is rarely late . . 
Duri ng the seven years Katie has attended art classes at 
PSU, this is her first year of ceramics-and she is finding it a 
little more difficult than anticipated. " I l ike ceramics, if I 
could get anyplace with it. But I'm gonna keep trying!" 
Try she does. Watching Katie work is a study in patience. 
Consta.>tly going from waterbucket to clay and back again 
she slowly forms the clay into a rube until, at almost the 
same height, it collapses and the process begins again. 
Periodica lly her work is interrupted by someone from the 
class stopping to talk. 
" The students are nice to me. They're wonderful. I just 
joke and go on with them and keep going. They don't 
bother me and I sure don't ask if I bother them." 
Aher ceramics Katie takes an hour off to eat, then goes 
right back to work. This t ime it is metalworking. 
Since going back to college (first in Tulsa for two years, 
then PSU), metalworking has long been her favorite 
activity. Entering the lab she immediately goes to her 
designated work area and begins setting out all the tools 
needed. 
Katie appears oblivious to others while she files, scrapes, 
and melts away. Occasionally she'll stop and look at what 
someone else is doing. 
"What's that?" 
"A strand of silver, Katie." 
" Ohh. That would look good on my ring. Can I borrow 
just a l ittle?" 
" Sure, Katie," they say as they always do, for Katie is 
reno1ovned as a scrounger. 
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"I like ceramics if I could get anyplace 
with it. But I'm gonna keep tryin' " 
From me1alwork Katie goes directly 10 her d rawing class. 
She se1s up her board, grabs her charcoal and "ge1s 10 i1." 
.. Today I was told to draw a doll's body. I don't know why 
bu1 tha1's what 1hey 1old me so I'll do ii. I'm having irouble 
1hough 'cause it don'1 have a head." 
And so ii goes for Kalie as it has for 1he pas1 nine years, 
coru1anlly going from one art form to ano1her. " I got so 
many irons In 1he fi re I never know what I'm doing." 
Her days off are spenl al home working on her arl, a large 
yard, and 1aking an occasional drive. 
" I don'1 have any livin' things around me. I have flowers 
and plan1s like 1ha1 bul I don'1 have any birds or dogsorca1s 
because I don'1 stay al home long enough. I'd have 10 1ake 
care of them." 
"Whal I do have Is a dilly of a Pon1iac, 1955 sedan. I got my 
first car back in 1926, a Pontiac, and I've had four Pon1iacs 
since.'' 
" I go out on the weeke nds drivln'. I'll go along 1he river 
and take someJeople with me around. Last Sunday I weni 
to Gresham an ;hi.s Sunday 1rve're fixin' to go to Beaverton. 
JuSI anyplace . .. jusl take out" 
Katie has become a permanent fixture in the an deparl· 
menl al PSU and-by her account-will coniinue to be. 
"As far as I know I'm takln' classes ne<I lerm ... unless 
1hey run me off." 
Of all the c lasses Katie has taken since 
her retirement. jewelry is her favorite 
because she " knows more about it:• 
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Drawing d K an paint" atie has been . ong is somethi 
five years old ~~ong since she ng 
oblivious t • own here K ~as 
doll's bod o all as she sk at1e is 
kn Y without a h etches a 
ow why .. ead " Id · · on't 
"The old m 
couldn't d an told me I 
knew that ralw but I a ready." 
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Her love for music follows her 
home. 
Her name is Erin Taggert. She Is a music major and her 
Instrument is the cello, which she has been playing since 
she was in the first grade. 
A freshman at PSU, Erin comes from a traditionally 
mus.lea! family. Her mother, Jean Later, and two of her 
uncles, Steve and Harold Lawrence, play wilh the Oregon 
Symphony. Mon of the members of her large family play in· 




Erin tinos enjoyment in listening to music almost as much as playing. 
" I realize how much work I have to do to accomplish 
what I want on the cello," says Erin. " That's true with most 
musicians-they are never sa1 isfied with what they are 
doing. At the same time I am happy w ith what I do-I am 
just never satisfied to stay there ... 
" Sometimes I feel like an underdog player. There are 
cenain things I have now that I know are good, but I'm not a 
hot-shot player." 
Erin says that she isn' t " hung up on music," but shows 
how much she depends upon it when she says, " if there 
wasn't any music in the city it would kill me. In the 
mountains I don't need my cello-the wind is my music." 
Erin plays in the Portland State Sinfonietta. " I like the idea 
of putting your heart into what you are playing, and when 
you make a mistake to make it as loud as you can. The fewer 
players there are, the more chance you have to stick out. 
" In a larger symphony you get to play more exciting 
music, but you don 't even have to count. All you have to do 
Is follow along with the section. Here you have to count for 
yourself and you know that you are going to be heard. That 
can be a big boost, or you can become intimidated. It's a 
confidence thing." 
When asked about her plans for the future Erin says, " I 
want to play in a symphony . .. I think it would be fun to 
have a fourth member of the family in the Orchestra." 
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Above: dancers go through classroom exercises to keep in shape. Below: Ankle warmers are used to protec·t ankles 
from injury. 
"To develop the body to move beyond the regular walk, 
run or sit is veryexciring 10 me," says23·year-old Erica Paul· 
son. 
Erica srarted raking baller lessons when she was 16 years 
old. Two years lacer, as a freshman at PSU, she became 
involved in rhe dance program here headed by Nancy 
Marschek. The program is designed to give a broad educa-
tion in prepararion for a career-or simply for pleasure. 
" Nancy and Cathy Evleshin, anorher PSU dance insrruc· 
ror, were so supportive, even though I was a crummy 
dancer and overweight. They helped me with all my ques-
1ion.s and fears." 
The turning point for Erica came when she auended a 
four-week summer session with Che Utah Repertory Dance 
Company in Salt lake City in 1975. "We scudied all kinds of 
things: tai chai, performance techniques, creative dance for 
children, anatomy, lighring, jazz and modern dance. There 
were dancers lrom all over the United States, and I was one 
of the fe>v cho~en 10 perform with the company at the end 
of rhe session. Thal proved to me I could do ic- and from 
chen I worked harder and planned eventually to go to New 
Yo1k." 
Since then Erica' s days have been lilied with PSU 
repertory dance classes and jazz and modern studies at 
Jellerson High School and other studios in Portland. She 
teaches jazz for che Park Bureau, Multnomah Athletic Club, 
•nd Portland Community Continuing Education. 
" I don't have a good day if I don't have a dance class. It's 
become an obsession with me," she said . Erica also attends 
dasses part-lime in General Studies. 
Erica recently formed a group with fellow dancer friends 
called " Dance Alive." Group members get cogether weekly 
•nd choreograph their own dances for community perlor· 
mances. 
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At times all the rigors of 
dancing classes and the 
exercises needed to keep 
the body in shape can add 
up. When this happens 
Erica takes a moment out-
then its back to work. 
And now Erica and a lriend are preparing to leave for 
New York " It's time for me to move on and learn the best 
technique as quickly as I can . Dancers should absorb as 
much as possible and not stay in one place all the time. I 
want to work in a totally professional atmosphere-I want 
that constant push. 
" The dance program at PSU gives you a good taste. The 
people running the program know a lot about dance 
history, choreography, and the non-physical side or dance, 
too. But the whole point is to get the dancers involved and 
prepare them to get out and work in the community." 
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Much of Erica's time is spent in 
repertory dance classes, jazz and 
modern dance classes-but the 
final goal is the performance. All 
the hours spent prior to the 











e goal of 
a professional 
Eight years ago lohn Lewis knew he wanted to •ct when 
he s;iw • national touring company perform 1776. "'The play 
wu so overwhelming I didn't want to leave. I knew I had to 
act." That's just what John did. His senior year in high school 
he was in four shows straight. 
When h came time for college John chose PSU "because 
of fina ncial reasons and to check out the drama and music 
department. But I decided to keep music as a hobby and 
major In theater am."' 
Recently John performed in PSU's production of Equus 
which was chosen from several northwest colleges to be 
pe rformed in nati onal competition in Washington. O.C. In 
/\pril . 
.. /\her seeing the other colleges pe rform at the national 
competition in Spokane, Washington I don't think PSU has 
anything to be ashamed of. We learned many of the things 
taught at the Spokane workshop in our first year of acting 
class. 
" But it wos interesting and worthwhile to e xchange ideas 
and see where other people are. A good thing about PSU Is 
that it is loated In a city exposed to other theaters and 
actors, so the people here have a realistic approach. They 
know they won't wal k out and be a star." 
Photo far left: John is auditioning 
fo r a role in loot, the spring term 
production at PSU. He later receiv· 
e d the part of Hal. Bottom photo: 
John a lso puts in his hours in the 
scene shop to fill the requirement 
for the production class. 
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After performing in Washington John will perform in 
PSU's spring production Loot, directed by Scott Parker. 
"The character I play is Hal, a kinky, imaginative young man 
of the times." 
When John isn't acting, in class, o r working part-time for 
PSU's Television Services, he enjoys classical singing-
which he has studied intermittently forfive years-reading, 
and playing soccer for PSU's city league team two days a 
week. 
John's fi rst ambition, however. is to be a professional 
actor. ''These next five months will probably be the 
Top photo: John. as with all actors, 
anxiously awaits the posting of the 
call sheet. The call sheet tells who 
has been selected for a part in the 
play they have tried out for. Bottom 
photo: John, during the perfo" 
ma nee of Finian 's Rainbow. in which 
he played the title role. 
happiest of my life. After the spring production I'll be in the 
Beach Company so I won't have any auditions. 
"To prepare for an audition I try to get a copy of the play 
and read it as much as possible. To prepare for a part takes 
more work. The actor must become familiar with the othet 
characters in the play and do a lot of research. In rehearsak 
you have to be free e nough to experimenL Acting isn't as 
easy as it looks-it takes years of iraining to do it well." 
Next fall lohn plans to continue his training in Los 
Angeles. " I know I have a good basis from what I've learned 
here at PSU and from what I've done. The first year in L.A. 
John is one member of PSU's 
production of Equus. This 
production was chosen from 
several Northwest colleges to 
perform in Washington D.C. for 
the American College Theatre 
Festival. 
I' ll just iraln and when l"m ready to audition I'll make the 
rounds. If I don't make any headway within three years I' ll 
sit down and decide what it takes either to make it or lind 
something else." 
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A handicapped student whose 
outlook on life is anything but 
limited. 
Tom owns his own customized van 
1hough he still must depend on 
someone to drive i t until he can save 
up 1he $3.000 needed 10 Install 
hand controls. 
Eleven years ago Tom Smith dove too shallow into the 
Pudding River near his parents' farm in Mt. Angel, Oregon 
and broke his neck. The accident left him paralyzed from 
the chest down, and airophied hands as a result o f damaged 
nerves. 
Now 27, Tom hasn't let his injury hamper his outlook on 
life. " I take one problem at a time, do my best, and enjoy 
life, gening the bes1. ou1 of it I can." 
A PSU senior majoring in Business Administration, Tom's 
first goal Is to get into a slate of federal management 
position. 
" The state has given me so much money for tuition, 
grants, and vocational rehabilitation needs that I feel like 
paying them back. 
" My second goal is to get out of PSS housing! " 
Tom hopes 10 purchase a house which is accessible to his 
special needs. He will need it for 1he family he and his 
fiancee, Pany Herold, are planning to start after their 
marriage in September. 
And eventually, when he can save $3,000, he plans to 
install hand controls in his customized van so that he can 
enjoy the freedom of driving himself. 
Aside from needing a linle more help from their friends, 
Tom feels people should realize that the handicapped "are 
just as normal as anybody else," although they have to 
psychologically contend with some physical dependency. 
" My bigges1 hang-up is being dependent for certain things 
like gening dressed." 
A lin le dependency hasn' t prevented Tom Smith from 
being an exceptionally involved individual. A real mover, 
Over the past 11 years Tom has 
learned to deal with his handicap. 
Left: A l though PSU is slowly adap-
ting ·the campus to better fit the 
needs of the handicapped. there are 
still problem areas such as the high 
buttons on most of the elevators. 
Tom finds that most of the time he 
must. wait for a passerby to hit the 
higher buttons for him. Below: Pen· 
cils can replace fingers for typing. 
Bottom photo: Tom works closely 
with the Handicapped Information 
Progr am (HIP). 
Tom served u coordinator of the foundarion of Han· 
dicapped lnformarion Program (HIP) • an 1nformarion 
program for handicapped studems at PSU. One of his main 
contributions was rhe creation of rhe " Wheeler's Guide" 
publicarion. 
Tom was also chairman of rhe Oregon Archirecwral 
Barriers lobby, inwumenral in passing legislation to Im· 
r 
prove public accessibility for the handicapped. 
Aside from usual srudies, Tom is currenrly serving as a 
srudenr senaror and is chairperson of rhe Program Council, 
which serves rhe needs of a dozen campus clubs. 
" I like being involved. There are some great programs 
and acrivlties here on campus. most of them of high quality 




An outreach worker means every evening "on the streets." 
Christiane Rostlg graduated from PSU In the fall of 1977 
with a degree In Social Services and Psychology and has 
been "on the streets" ever since. 
If all the mass media tells us is true, Christiane is one of the 
few graduates who was able to find a job in her Held. 
Ever since Christiane took a class entitled "Alienated 
Youth In Society," she has "had a vision." That vision \vas to 
provide assistance to alienated youth. 
As part of a class p roject, she performed volunteer work 
for two months with an agency known as Harry's Mother. 
This agency Is supported by the Ecumenical Ministry of 
Oregon and its primary goal is to lend assistance to the 
runaways, who range in age from 13 to 18. 
Immediately after graduating she was offered one of the 
positions of outreach worker. "There Is magic to the place. 
There Is a lot of caring that goes on, not only for the clients 
we work with but each o ther as well." 
Christiane's job begins at 3 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
The first two and one hal f hours are taken up with office 
work. Then, at around 6 r .m., the real job begins as 
Christiane and a partner hit the street. For five hours they 
roam the hangouts of downtown Portland looking for 
anyone needing assistance. The popular hangouts include 
the bus depots, the Arcade. and the Pythian Building. Their 
aim is simple: to meet the kids and set up a trust between 
them. 
" There are rules that develop that vary with each contact. 
With one contact Rosemary Ruffing or John Tullls (the 
other two outreach workers) may be the feeling person 
who responds to the feelings the person is putting out. I 
may be the observation person who is watching for telltale 
facial expressions or bodily movement. Or one o f the kids 
may take a l iking to one of us and the other takes a 
peripheral role." 
Christiane Rostig and John Tullis, outreach w orkers for Harry's Mother, spend much of their weekday evenings 
walking the streets of Portland looking for anyone needing assistance and a friendly ear. 
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Above: Taking a moment out. Christiana and John discuss their latest client. Below: Ona of the best ways to 
establish contacts is through challenging the kids to a game . 
.. The goal we set depends on each contact's need. We are 
there to plug them into the proper places where they can 
get their needs fulfilled. Most of the kids we run into o n the 
streets arc hard-core run aways. They don't want to know 
shi t about their parents. They don't want their parents to 
know where they are. They don't want to deal with the ir 
paren1s . 
.. Maybe they need a job, a place to crash for the night,or 
food. We know of places they can go. We also know a lot of 
employment agencies. 
" There is a lot of physical touch and It's important to che 
kids on the stree t because life oul there is cold. 
" If we were 10 say 10 them 'we care aboul you' chey 
wouldn'c understand it in che way we mean! 11. A whole 101 
of JM!Ople have told them chat. Their pimps have cold them 
that, cheir parents have cold them 1ha1 and chey got screwed 
by chem. They goc hun by chem. So they find refuge on che 
screets-il's a sanctuary. 
"Whal I'm really working with ls myself. Since I started at 
Harry' s Mother I've opened up a whole new area o f my own 
life, my personal life." 
"Some evenings when we go 
into the fun center so many 
kids want to talk with us that 
we just don't have enough 
time. We need more 
workers." 
The problems encountered by the outreach 
w orkers range trom tamily instability, drugs, 
dating. to an occasional "very heavy legal issue." 
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"The network on the 
street is tjght. The way 
word passes is very 
effective. If one person 
knows we're cool, 
another will. 
One thing that is holy 
on the streets is that you 
don't snitch or pass 
around rumors. All we 
need to do is be very 
straight with the kids." 
Christiane and John find the best way to relate Is on a 
ona-to ·one basis. " Kids are held accountable by 
schools. parents. etc. When they screw up they know 
there Is always someone there to come down on them 
and that's what they expect. They expect us to do a lot of 
judging. "I get upset with somebody who is not being 
straight with me. I'll comedown, but in a caring way. It's 
a matter of calling them on their numbers ... 
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ANNA AND JOHN 
Being a student and mother is a full-time job, but Anna Crow finds it 
doesn't keep her from obtaining her goal, a college degree. 
Anna Crow is proof women can have a home and 
children, work and go to school ful l-time. 
Anna, a 26-year-old biology major at PSU,surprised many 
students and professors fall term by giving birth to a baby 
boy on a Friday and returning to classes Monday morning 
with her new son, John. She didn' t miss a class. 
" I have a really strong feeling of rightness and wrongness. 
I felt the right thing for me to do was to stay in college. Why 
should having a baby stop me from continuing my educa-
tion?" she asked. She admits she had to make plenty of 
compromises when she decided to have both a career and a 
family. But she adds, " My children come firs1." 
A her dropping out of the Honor's Program at Seattle Uni-
versity to get married, Anna and her husband went to 
Europe. They had children and eventually were divorced. 
Anna's four children are Mark, 6, twins Michael and 
Jeanette, 3, and baby John, 5 months. 
" I tried to get a job without a college degree. I finally quit 
one dreary dead-end job and enrolled in classes. 
"There is hope in my life for the first time in seven years 
now that I'm in college again. Plus I am happier with myself 
and my personal life too," she said. 
Anna has been bringing her son John with her to classes. 
He hasn' t been a problem for Anna or her teachers. " He's at 
the right age now. He's easy to handle and is quiet. I don't 
change him ln class and I don 't feel comfortable about 
nursing him in front of other students, so I usually use a 
bonle. There are students who bring their older children to 
class who are disruptive and noisy. These parents are 
inconsiderate of other students' rights and feelings. If John 
does make sounds I go out in the hall for a while.'' she said. 
" All of my professors have been very understanding," 
Anna finds bringing "baby John" to her classes hasn·t been a problem at all. She realizes when he becomes older 
and begins to talk. he will have to spend the day with a babysitter. 
she added, " and John is a great conversation starter." 
Edith Sulllvan,PSU psychology professorfelt " baby John" 
was a great asset to her class in Human Development. 
" We used John as a demonmation infant for our class. 
We all enjoyed watching him develop. The students 
learned a great deal from him and he made our lives a IOI 
richer. We wish we could have a baby to observe every term 
now/' she said. 
" I admire Anna so much for her energy. Portland State 
has always been very liberal 1owards pregnant mothers." 
said Sullivan. She feels auitudeshave changed for the better 
concerning working mothers. 
Anna believes the women's movement has helped 
relieve many social pressures and taboos on married 
women and mothers who have chosen to work and have 
children. 
She hopes that by having John with her every day, he'll 
feel a sense of security. " Perhaps with him in class every day, 
he'll get a Ph.D. by osmosis," she laughed. 
Anna disagrees with some psychologists who believe 
children at a certain age need to be in a permanent place. 
" John is very aware and perceptive of what's happening 
around him. I feel children need to be stimulated. to be 
exposed to different situations," she said. 
" Having children and being a parent are two different 
things. Parenting was a very maturing experience for me. 
I've become more patient and flexible when problems 
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come up. There's no way I could have learned certain things 
without having become a mother. It's often frustrating but 
also an enriching experience,'' said Anna. 
"I'm not getting a 4.0 in school. If I were alone and not 
working, I'd have It. Time is my biggest problem-not 
enough of it," she said. 
Anna's two main problems with bringing her baby to 
campus is trying to find a private place 10 nurse John and 
using the righthanded desks. Anna is left-handed and finds 
it very difficult to hold John and write al the same lime. 
One professor submitted a passing grade for John al the 
end of the term. John attended classes every day and, 
according to the professor, " that's more than most college 
students do." 
As a result of choosing 10 attend college and work , Anna's 
life hasn't been all rosy. "Nobody gives me pep talks when I 
feel low. I need someone to help keep me going. It would 
be easier to stay home and collect welfare but it doesn't 
seem like the right thing 10 do.'' she said. 
"I try to teach the 
values a man 
could teach, not 
from a male or 
female point of 
view, but on a 
person-to-person 
level . " 
Anna and her children take 
timo out to w atch PSU 
Besketball for a change in 
their busy routine. 
Anna admits she often asks herself what is she doing. "My 
bosses al the University of Oregon medical school, Or. Ben 
Seigel and his wife, Or. Jane Seigel, have given me more 
moral support than anyone else. They are both very 
Intelligent people. They take the time to talk to me while 
I'm working in the lab. Mrs. Seigel watches my son Mark for 
an hour in the morning before he goes to school. They are 
both wonderful people," she said. 
Anna says there isn't much bounce in her step anymore. 
Wilh all the responsibilities of motherhood, Anna's free 
time is cut to a minimum. 
After rising at dawn every morning, she dresses and feeds 
five sleepy children. She loads everyone into the car and 
heads into the 7 a.m. morning traffic. She leaves the small 
children at a babysitter's, drives Mark to her bosses' house, 
and comes to PSU for classes. She jumps back into the car 
and picks Mark up from his school and takes him to the 
sitter's, and is back in t ime for her noon class. After classes, 
Anna goes to work. 
Evenings at home are hectic as Anna prepares dinner. bathes the children and spends t ime with them at the end of 
the day. If she isn•t totally exhausted. Anna studies and does her assignments before going to bed . 
.. My job at the medical school lab is a responsible 
position. I know what I'm doing and I do It well. h's about 
the only relaxing thing I do, plus I'm around intelligent and 
motivated adults," she said. 
Anna picks the children up at the end of the day and-if 
she has any energy left-she shops for groceries. " The kids 
are usually going in all directions and if they've left Fred 
Meyer's still standing, we go home . 
.. I cook dinner and feed the baby simultaneously. The 
other children are usually crawling all over me, hungry and 
glad to see me. When dinner is over, I stack the dishes and 
put them off for a few more days. Bathtime means water 
splashed all over the floor. I try to read some of my assign· 
ments later or watch a Blazer game. Sometimes I go to bed 
before the kids just to relax," she said. 
Anna has given a great deal of thought to the problem of 
not having a male figure In the home. She feels the children 
are better off by being with someone during the day while 
she is in classes, rather than being left alone. 
" I've thought of having my son Mark take part in the Big 
Brother program when he gets a little older, and he can join 
the Boy Scouts soon. I try to teach the values a man could 
teach, not from a male or female point o f view, but on a 
person·to·person level/' she explained. 
She admits a man in her life would make things much 
easier. " If there was a man in the world who met all my spe· 
cifications, between 30 and 60 years of age, and who my 
children approved of, life would be much easier and he 
could help do some of the babysitting." 
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A writer having the rare distinc-
tion of being connected with 





Far left: Although Karen considers 
herself a "lazy writer" much of her 
day is devoted to writing. Right: 
During a recent editorship on a 
fashion supplement Karen did 
everything from writ ing to hem-
ming clothes . Bonom photo: Karen 




Karen Kellow is a writer who plans to leave her mark on 
the literary world beyond Ponland State. 
"I want to achieve complete literary lame," says Karen. 
" It's such an idealistic thing now .. . I know you have to stan 
out at the bottom-I just don't want to get caught in the 
little-fish-in-the-big-pond syndrome." 
It doesn' t seem likely. Karen has the distinction ol being 
the only person at PSU this year associated with every major 
campus publication. She Is associate editor ol the Vanguard 
and is working with the staff ol the Portland Review. She 
also freelances lor the Viking and Metropolis, PSU's urban 
affairs magazine. 
Karen's goal ol becoming a writer is virtually lifelong. "I 
staned writing and Illustrating stories lor my dad when I was 
live years old," she recalled. 
Now-20 years later-Karen sees journalism as the best 
way for her to "break in." " It has been said journalistS don't 
make good novelists," commented Karen. " I disagree-
look at Hemingway. Being a journalist forces you to be a 
good observer or Ille and people-you can use those in-
sights in your own work. You have to force the public to put 
you in demand. You have to have something they need. 
"The beauty ol being a writer is that you leave something 
behind in the world-you leave a part of yourself that is 
longer lasting than leaving a child. A human being is so 
temporary when you look at how long literature has 
lasted." 
Karen Is a senior at PSU working on a double degree In 
English and Arts and Letters. Because PSU doesn"t ofler a 
journalism degree, Karen feels her double major and jour-
nalism experience will offer her the background necessary 
lor a smooth transition Into a newspaper job when she 
graduates. 
Karen's travel experience will also prove useful to her 
literary career. She has studied French and art at Alliance 
Francais in Paris, lived with a larm family in Germany and 
traveled extensively in Europe. 
Although she claims she's "a lazy writer," Karen writes 
constantly. She just finished a novella and is currently 
working on several short stories. 
" It's really important to get into the habit of writing In 
volume," noted Karen. " It's a discipline you really have to 
work at. You have to have more than just raw talent-you 
also have to learn about structure and all the technical 
aspects ol writing. 
" I would really be pleased ii I could write something that 
Is simple and beautiful." 
Right: Oespilo putting in tlmo 
writing. part of Karen's respon· 
sibllitles for the Vanguard include 
pasting up the pages before they go 
to print . Top: Karen sits with in · 
mates of the Claire Argow Ooten· 
tion Center for Women. She was 
doing a story on the volleyball 
games. Right: Karen occasionally 
does an ad. 
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lrilla Swanson's goal is to be a part ol the positive 
influence in life through media. "Money is not my end goal. 
Money is just the medium to keep everything working." 
lrllla is a production assistant a t KOAP-TV, where she is 
expanding her knowledge ol the field behind the camera 
and in the control booth . She is a.lso working on advanced 
projects through PSU's televisio n department. 
Before coming to this campus, lrilla had a rich variety ol 
experience in various fields. Among other things, she has 
been a video dance choreographer, a sti ll photographer, a 
performing dance artist and instructor, a fashion coordina· 
tor and commentator, and has been active in producing 
educational videotapes, editing film, and working with in-
novative writing techniques. She has also been a member ol 
the Pri ma Vera Dance Troupe in Arizona and has danced 
and sung in musical stage productions at the University ol 
Arizona. 
lrilla defines "positive influence" as that which " elevates 
the human spirit." To her this is television programming 
which i.s 11 more than news and documentation." Her 
primary focus is on "developing internal relations on the 
non-verbal level," especially through dance. 
She is involved in dance for her own well-being and 
maintenance. Her interest in the medium of television 
began when she started videotaping dance companies and 
individual troupes. 
This Interest led her to anthropological studies ol various 
peoples- such as Africa n tribes- in terms of dance, in-
volving philosophy and motivation for the types ol dance 
practiced. / lrilla is the mother ol Dej~, an outgoing seven-year-old 
who is greatly interested in her mother's activities, especial-
ly ballet. He r mother is allowing her to discover her own 
areas ol interest-just as lrilla's parents had done- and is 
placing importance on free development ol he r daughter's 
life-style. 
A part of lrilla's forward motion in her field is involve-
ment in experimental programming, especially aiding local 
artists trying unusual artistic effects via the media. She gives 
large portions ol he r free time to this endeavor. 
" I don' t want to live in California or New York. Portland 
seems to have good e nough possibilities for activity in my 
field- at least (or now." 
The photos on these pages show 
lrilla in her role as production assis· 
tant and camera operator for 
KOAP-TV. Bottom photo: lrilla is 
being interviewed during this year's 
taping of "Festival '78. " 
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lrilla sees dance as a medium for 
"developing internal 
relationships on the non-
verbal level." 
Hours are spent in class in prepare· 
tion for the final performa nce. 
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Ralph Cunningham, PSU junior, Is a man with a vision 
which consumes his days and nights- quality filmmaking. 
When you see him on campus or off, he's probably either 
coming from or going to something which has to do with 
this goal. 
Staning In high school with still photography, Ralph soon 
found that he wanted "something more,'' and when his 
family's trip to Eu rope gave him opponunity, he shot a 
Super 8 family film. Soon he was screening fou r to five films 
a week to get a "feel" for film. 
"Teachers can give you the basics, the mechanics, but 
you have to get the feel for it yourself," says Ralph. At PSU, 
he began in the film department as an advanced student, 
using a 16mm camera instead of the Bmm regularly used by 
those just staning out. 
He has produced two films here. One of them, The 
Runner, is a documentary of a man running in the country. 
The other, Mannequin. Is a fourteen-minute theatrical 
short subject, for which he wrote his own script. He has sent 
it to the American Film Institute in application for an inde-
pendent filmmaker's grant offered each year to one person 
in the country. 
LaSI summer, PSU students Matt Harrison and Ken Wal-
ton started projection on a Stephen Crane screenplay, A 
Mystery of Heroism. Ralph was director of photography for 
this Civil War film, now going through its final paces on the 
editing bench. 
Last fall Ralph produced a film on the Durametal Cor-
poration Foundry. Copies of this 23-minute industrial film 
have been shown at a seminar for cnRineers in Oklahoma 
and will be shown at a larger engineering convention 
coming up In the East. 
Right: Hours are spent reading a nd 
rewriting a script before goi ng out 
to shoot the scene. upper left. 
An actor and filmmaker, Ralph is 
very serious about his work. 
"Filmmaking is a creative thing. 
To see something on the screen 
that you have created gives you a 
feeling nothing else does." 
"fllmmaking is a creative thing," says Ralph. "To see 
something on the screen that you have created gives you a 
feeling nothing else does." But he wrinkles his brow, 
worried that he might give someone the wrong Impression. 
" I don't mean this just to be vain. Film is such a powerful 
medium. I have been affected by It since I was a kid. 11 1 can 
use It for the benefit of others, if I can create something that 
will move others and entertain them, and make them think 
as well, I will feel that I have done something wonhwhlle." 
He says," A lot of people don't experience a lot of thiniis 
around them. They miss so much. They spend so much time 
wasting time. They take a job,go to work, get home at night, 
spend money on crutches, like drugs. They never feel any-
thing beyond themselves. They are not sensitive about a lot 
of things not because they can' t be, but because they don't 
take the time to compare their problems with those of 
others. Maybe they might see something in a film I will work 
on that will cause them to stan thinking and expanding 
their lives." 
Ralph takes filmmaking classes through the Center for 
the Moving Image both from Tom Taylor and Andres 
Oeinum. In addition, he is heavily involved in acting classes 
on campus. He is also Involved in l..1ke Oswego Community 
Theater where he recently narred in The Importance of 
Being Earnest 
At present the busy filmmaker has to work with Industrial 
and educational filminR. He considers this a oractice-run. a 
prerequisite to the eventual goal of fulltime theatrical 
fllmmaklng, but, he smiles, "film offers so many varieties of 
work that you never get bored." 
Left: Ralph inspects his equipment 
before doing an indoor shooting 
(bottom picture). 
Upper photo: After writing the 
script. shooting hundreds offeet of 
film, and developing the film. there 
are still long hours ahead while 
Ralph edits it all together. The 
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